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REMOTE CONTROL & 
INTERACTIVE CHARACTERS
Our Remote Control business brings motion and interaction to a diverse group of consumers 
and includes a wide range of innovative land vehicles and � ying toys. Our product range 
emphasizes innovative, interactive and gravity-defying experiences. Using industry-leading 
advanced technology we are incorporating new forms of motion and control methods to 
deliver immersive and exciting experiences to consumers. Together with our strong licensed 
partnerships, we are leveraging technology and innovation, bringing new forms of motion to 
iconic brands in the most compelling ways. 

Our Interactive Characters business is driven by innovation through our leading-edge 
robotics expertise that blends technology and compelling characters, bringing them to life for 
interactive and immersive experiences. We continue to push the boundaries in this category, 
expanding our repertoire with new unboxing experiences and unique twists on classic play 
patterns as seen in two secret items we are expecting to launch in the fall. One item will be 
targeted at boys and one at girls, both o� ering something completely new in this area.

NEW FOR 2020
In 2019, we saw the introduction of Owleez™, Spin Master’s � rst interactive � ying toy pet and 
the only interactive pet that can be nurtured and taught to � y using programming and sensors, 
creating a magical � ight experience without any controller. Based on the response to Owleez
and appeal of character based � ight, we have expanded our interactive � ight technology 
incorporating it into our licensed product How to Train Your Dragon® Flying Toothless as well 
as Spin Master’s owned intellectual property Hatchimals Pixies™ Crystal Flyers™. 

In 2020, Spin Master will continue with the Monster Jam® Mega Gravedigger® RC Truck that 
saw strong results in year one. This fan favorite, all-terrain remote control vehicle measures over 
two feet long with lightweight construction and oversized tires that easily roll over anything. 
Monster Jam fans will be stunned by the new Megalodon Storm® RC Truck, an authentic replica 
of the Monster Jam truck, packed with cool features like all-terrain power and performance that 
even drives in water.
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With the new DC license, Spin Master is in a unique position to leverage our expertise in various categories 
brining incredible new innovation and our technological expertise to the DC line. In the fall we will be launching 
the Batman® Launch & Defend RC Batmobile®. This iconic item is built to a scale that � ts the new four inch 
� gures and comes with an exclusive Batman � gure that can launch out of the vehicle into action, merging 
remote control and action � gure. Spin Master is known for its patented technology in the remote control 
category and we are able to leverage that to create better play experiences for fans.

Air Hogs® will unveil the new Stunt Shot™ vehicle with unique lightweight technology its durable body and 
soft wheels make it practically indestructible. Kids can master amazing tricks and experience powerful indoor 
performance. In 2019, Spin Master aggressively defended our intellectual property within the Air Hogs brand for 
our award-winning Zero Gravity Laser™ wall climbing technology. Spin Master won the court battle, protecting 
the intellectual property - an innovation that we are very proud of within the brand.

Ninja Bots™ will also hit the market in 2020, these hilarious battling robots love to � ght with unique battle 
styles and weapons. They can be trained, and the more you play the more styles and modes there are to 
discover including 100+ sound e� ects, color changing eyes, bi-directional communication, IR sensor and multi-
directional movements.
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BOYS ACTION
& CONSTRUCTION
Boys Action targets boys of all ages, delivering high-quality products on the cutting edge 
of what’s new from entertainment franchises to innovative technology. We are focused 
on growing the business by partnering with world-class licenses, investing in our own 
entertainment content, expanding our product o� ering and broadening our distribution and 
marketing on a global scale.

NEW FOR 2020
Spin Master is excited to kick o�  2020 with a heroic DC Batman toy reveal, beginning our licensing 
partnership with Warner Bros. Consumer Products and DC. As one of the newest toy licensees 
for the iconic Batman franchise and other DC Super Heroes, Spin Master is bringing our unique 
twist to innovative product including boy’s action � gures, remote control vehicles, water toys, 
games and puzzles. So far, our new DC toy line is getting great feedback from retailers and DC 
fans around the world.

Bakugan® made its long-anticipated return in 2019. The brand’s initial launch in 2007 was a global 
phenomenon, with millions of children around the world immersed in the innovative toy line 
and anime-adventure TV series. Building on the brand’s rich heritage and fan-base, we are taking 
a long-term, multigenerational view of the legacy franchise. We were pleased with the response 
to Bakugan in the � rst year of its relaunch and have, with our partners at Cartoon Network 
built a multichannel content approach, encompassing television, SVOD, and YouTube. We 
are looking forward to building on the franchise delivering more awe-inspiring transformations 
and collectability.

In 2019, Spin Master revealed it’s revved up line of Monster Jam toys, commencing a 10-year 
licensing partnership with Feld Entertainment Inc. The new toy line, which consists of toy 
categories such as die-cast mini vehicles and remote control Monster Jam trucks, delighted fans 
and collectors with exceptional quality and detail. The Spin Master Monster Jam line performed 
extremely well at retail locations around the world, resulting in the largest year for Monster Jam 
toy sales in the brand’s history. In 2020, we will remain committed to continuous innovation and 
meticulous attention to detail o� ering an elevated play experience for Monster Jam fans and 
further expanding their presence in the wheel aisles around the world.
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and collectors with exceptional quality and detail. The Spin Master Monster Jam line performed 
extremely well at retail locations around the world, resulting in the largest year for Monster Jam 
toy sales in the brand’s history. In 2020, we will remain committed to continuous innovation and 
meticulous attention to detail o� ering an elevated play experience for Monster Jam fans and 
further expanding their presence in the wheel aisles around the world.
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Spin Master’s expanding entertainment line-up and top license wins 
included supporting Universal Studio’s third theatrical release of 
the beloved How To Train Your Dragon franchise. The How To Train 
Your Dragon 3 toy range delivered the best year of toy sales in 
franchise history. 2020 will see the highly anticipated launch 
of toys supporting the new hit animated episodic series 
How To Train Your Dragon: Rescue Riders. 

Dragamonz™ is a new toy line franchise that provides 
action, adventure and excitement for kids. Smash 
open an egg to reveal the half-animal, half-dragon 
� gure inside and collect up to 72 di� erent characters. 
Each character comes with trading cards that can be 
used in a battling card game for further extended 
play. Kids can then bring their dragons to life 
through an augmented reality (AR) mobile 
app for iOS and Android and an animated 
entertainment series on YouTube and 
SVOD.

Tech Deck® continues to offer 
collectability, authenticity and play. 
We constantly refresh the line with new, 
authentic skate graphics.



ACTIVITIES, GAMES & PUZZLES 
AND PLUSH

ACTIVITIES
Spin Master o� ers a wide range of innovative activity products that integrate fun, fashion, 
trends and popular culture. Products like the #1 sand brand, Kinetic Sand® and Cool Maker™ the 
line of innovate DIY sets including TOTY-nominated GO GLAM™ Nail Stamper, are designed to 
teach children new skills and provide multiple outlets for creative play and expression. We are 
growing the business through brand building, focusing and expanding on existing items as well 
as supporting new promotional opportunities. We’re targeting global and channel expansion 
to increase our footprint and seek to strategically enter into adjacencies that complement our 
current products. Meccano®, now Erector® by Meccano® in the US, empowers and inspires the 
next generation of budding builders and engineers. The heritage brand continues to drive an 
authentic building experience while also introducing new S.T.E.A.M. creation sets that allow 
endless building possibilities. Kids learn the fundamental principles of design, engineering and 
programming as they experiment with real components that bring the build to life.

At the end of 2019, Spin Master acquired the award-winning Orbeez® brand from Maya Toys. 
The acquisition further strengthens our vibrant and growing Activities business, providing 
recurring revenue and opportunities for integration into our existing product lines, as well as 
for further innovation.

NEW FOR 2020
Cool Maker had a successful 2019 with TOTY-nominated GO GLAM Nail Stamper, an at-home 
nail studio that lets kids easily stamp and style their own manicures. In Fall 2020, we will launch 
Go Glam Deluxe which allows for both custom stamp and style manicures and pedicures. 
Hollywood Hair™, a DIY studio that lets you design and create your own hair extensions will also 
launch in the Fall under the Cool Maker portfolio, further diversifying the line with innovative 
and unique products. Kinetic Sand continues to expand with the addition of Kinetic Sand 
Sandwhirlz which encourages an entirely new way to play with sand complete with surprise 
reveals and a carrying case. In 2020, new innovation will be introduced with Scented Sand and 
new playsets including the � rst-ever Kinetic Sand set designed for adults.

Spin Master is focused on establishing new operating models to deliver unique products direct 
to consumers that create new customer value and build the overall brand. In 2020, Kinetic Sand
launched its � rst direct to consumer item, Kinetic Sand Secret Smash, 4lbs of sand in a giftable 
heart-shape box that can be personalized for Valentine’s Day.

In 2020, the Etch a Sketch® brand will celebrate its 60th anniversary. To celebrate, the iconic red 
framed toy is joining forces with the classic board game Monopoly®, space exploration leader 
NASA®, heritage toy Rubik’s® and comic book marvel Stan Lee to launch limited editions of the 
Etch A Sketch toys, merging two iconic worlds into one. Spin Master will also introduce new 
innovation with Etch a Sketch Revolution, the � rst Etch A Sketch toy with a magical spinning 
screen that allows you to make circles.

In Fall, we will expand the Erector by Meccano brand, with new open-play sets under the 
“Innovation” segment, that will allow kids to build, invent and bring to life unlimited creations. 
With the added Maker Tool, young inventors can turn any material, even recyclable items, into 
a part for their creations. Erector by Meccano was also a 2019 TOTY-nominee for Construction 
Toy of the Year.
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GAMES & PUZZLES
Games and Puzzles targets gamers of all ages, from kids to adults and families, as the perfect antidote to an 
increasingly technological world. The business delivers stable, recurring revenue through both evergreen game 
sales and new launches. The Games portfolio includes a wide-ranging library of innovative, owned and licensed 
titles, adult and children’s puzzles and classic games (i.e. chess, dominos). Perplexus® and Hedbanz® continue to 
support our key growth strategy, will continue to deliver value from their core play pattern combined with a strong 
line-up of brain-building innovation. 

We originally acquired the rights to Hedbanz for the US and Mexico in 2011 and the quick question game of “What 
Am I?” has become one of the most successful titles within Spin Master’s portfolio of hundreds of games ever since. 
During 2019 we acquired the international Hedbanz intellectual property and announced the launch of an all new 
Hedbanz App. Currently sold in more than 40 markets around the world, Hedbanz and its local language titles 
have been one of the top selling children’s games in France, the UK, Italy and Australia for more than 15 years. The 
acquisition secured the global intellectual property for Spin Master and the ability to sell, market and license for 
further penetration into markets presently under license, as well as expansion into new territories. Our continued 
growth in the Games category, with recent acquisitions, innovative partnerships and unique intellectual property 
titles has established Spin Master as the second-largest Games company in the U.S.
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NEW FOR 2020
In 2020, Games and Puzzles will carry forward successful titles including Perplexus and Hedbanz. 

Perplexus continues to innovate, teaming up with world-famous Rubik’s Cube to launch Perplexus Puzzles with a 
twist, revealing a co-branded Rubik’s x Perplexus range, which will feature 3-D ball-in-a-maze puzzle and labyrinth 
toy. By twisting and turning the cube, players attempt to maneuver a small steel ball through an intricate maze 
composed of a number of steps along narrow plastic tracks. The result creates the ultimate Rubik’s Cube puzzle and 
maze, adding in another level of fun and making the Cube even more challenging than ever before. Perfect for 
giving kids a head-start on STEM without a screen, the range of new games is currently in development with the 
�rst product set for launch in Summer 2020 and additional items earmarked to roll out soon after. 

We have newly acquired licenses in 2020, which will expand the breadth of our line-up, as will a continued 
partnership with UK-based board game company Big Potato to distribute a line of millennial-focused games. 
In 2019, we announced a three-year license agreement in the USA and Canada with Big Potato, known for its 
range of simple, fun, family and party games. Spin Master took on the range of over 15 existing titles including 
the bestseller The Chameleon™, a ‘whodunnit’ family party game. Big Potato and Spin Master collaborated on 
new games and licenses, including Disney® Colorbrain™ and a new party game for the nostalgic video-rental 
 store Blockbuster®. 

We will continue to launch new games and puzzles supported by strong license franchises including Disney and 
Marvel® brands, Blues Clues®, Trolls® and LOL®, as well as focusing on the global expansion of its classic games 
portfolio and growing adult games business.

Spin Master will bring new innovation to the category with children and family games Grouch Couch™ and Spray 
O� Play O�™, party and trivia games Hot Words™ and Cone of Shame™, as well as pop culture and nostalgic games 
Titanic™ and M.A.S.H. Spin Master is also revealing H5 Domino Creations™, a precision crafted domino set inspired 
by YouTube® sensation and domino artist Lily Hevesh.
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PLUSH
Plush is primarily brought to market through GUND®, which targets children and adults of all ages with a wide range 
of core and licensed products – all with the quality and huggable softness that has characterized the GUND brand for 
over 120 years. We have accelerated the growth of Baby GUND® through our focus on both modern and traditional 
baby gifts, contemporary baby products and animated plush. Our growth strategy includes adding strong licensing 
partners and expanding global distribution. We continue to focus our core strategy on fabrics, themes and animation. 

NEW FOR 2020
In 2019, GUND launched a new brand campaign called ‘Love Feels like a GUND’, pulling on heart strings and driving 
excitement for both consumers and for retailers. Incorporating the #GottaGettaGund® tagline, the campaign tapped 
into GUND’s strong heritage and premium quality that creates emotional connections that last a lifetime. The re-
brand included new merchandising and digital/social marketing targeting new moms. The campaign will continue 
to evolve into 2020, further reinforcing the ‘Love Feels Like a GUND’ brand messaging to consumers in compelling 
and emotive ways.

Licensing continues to be a strong area for GUND, allowing further penetration into the trend space. In 2019, Spin 
Master announced licensing agreements with powerhouse brands including Line Friends™, one of the fastest growing 
global characters brands and Hilda™, an animated adventure Net� ix series. GUND will expand the Line Friends plush 
collection in 2020 and the � rst of the Hilda items will hit shelves in the US, before rolling out to additional markets. 
Licenses with Sesame Street® and Pusheen®, which marks an exciting 10 year milestone this year, will also continue 
to grow. 

The Baby GUND collection will expand, leveraging the more traditional foundation and infusing a more modern and 
contemporary aesthetics. A fresh, energetic, gender neutral collection called Tinkle Crinkle™ launches in the spring, 
geared towards the infant category with activity toys, teethers, plush and a playmat. With a breadth of price points in 
proven and top selling formats, these items o� er added value with tactile and sensory attributes for infants. The baby 
category will also expand with the addition of more giftable, items including rockers, playsets booties, and soft books.

Lastly, animated stu� ed plush toys that move as they tell stories, play music, dance and play peek-a-boo continue to 
breakthrough for GUND. Following Flappy (elephant), Flora (bunny) and most recently Clappy (Monkey), GUND will 
release Puddles, an adorable animated golden retriever puppy.
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PRE-SCHOOL
The Pre-School business develops toys and children’s entertainment for children aged two to 
� ve and is driven by entertainment on both linear and digital platforms where children fall in 
love with aspirational characters and great story telling. Our objectives are to drive innovation 
and exciting entertainment, keep the pipeline full of new product innovation and build global 
entertainment franchises that go beyond the traditional toy categories, crossing geographic 
and cultural boundaries. We develop our entertainment programming and toy lines in unison 
with a strategy to maximize integration and distribution on a global basis. We will continue to 
leverage the success of our entertainment franchises with toys and licensing opportunities, 
driving licensing and merchandise revenue. 

The success of PAW Patrol® has established Spin Master as a major player in the pre-school 
segment. Now in its sixth season, PAW Patrol has achieved global success, airing in over 
160 countries and consistently ranking as one of the top pre-school shows. The PAW Patrol 
universe is constantly expanding with new story themes, characters and brand extensions 
across multiple platforms, retail aisles and live experiences. Rooted in action and adventure, 
the introduction of new themes fuels the franchise by elevating storylines, providing exciting 
discoveries and o� ering opportunities for new learnings. 

In 2019, we premiered our new original animated preschool series Abby Hatcher™ on 
Nickelodeon in both the U.S. and Nickelodeon’s international channels. The show features 
Abby Hatcher an adventurous seven-year-old with a giant heart and endless love for her favorite 
creatures, the Fuzzlies. These furry, zany creatures come in all shapes and sizes, each with 
their own uniquely special abilities, and Abby adores them all. Each episode follows Abby as 
she goes on incredible adventures with her best Fuzzlyfriend Bozzly to � x mishaps that land 
the Fuzzlies in trouble, and ultimately save the day! Abby Hatcher is the eighth series from 
Spin Master Entertainment and comes from the same talented team of producers and directors 
that made PAW Patrol.

NEW FOR 2020
The PAW Patrol new 2020 themes will include a third installment to the Mighty Pups superhero 
theme called Charged Up and Dino Rescue, which introduces dinosaurs to the series as well as 
a new pup. New themes are meticulously integrated into the PAW Patrol world, staying true to 
the storylines and characters while exploring new landscapes and missions. The attention to 
detail transcends into the toys, with new innovative features and inspiring transformations that 
allow kids to recreate adventures in the playroom. 

Also, in 2020 we will be partnering with Net� ix, introducing a new animated 
series - Mighty Express™. Mighty Express features an ensemble cast of trains 
and kids in an expansive world with amazing adventures. Preschoolers, and 
their families, will love this imaginative world where kids run the stations and 
work together with the Mighty Express on heroic adventures.

We have a deep experience developing compelling stories and 
endearing characters for preschool audiences worldwide and 
the unique ability to take classic, beloved themes for kids, add 
innovation, combined with amazing storytelling and high-end 
animation to deliver fresh, new content. 
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GIRLS
The Girls business is targeted at girls aged � ve to nine. Our strategy focuses on internally created 
intellectual property tapping into the play patterns and trends that girls love. We are investing 
in our brand franchises, which will result in less reliance on third party licenses and will be 
supported by new content and licensing-out programs. We are also evolving our marketing 
campaigns to focus on digital dialogue that includes unique content, multiple social channels, 
experiential events and ecommerce conversion.

NEW FOR 2020
In Girls we continue to grow and refresh Twisty Petz® the playful, trendy and creative brand of 
collectibles that allows you to transform pets and characters into fashionable accessories with 
a twist. Multiple waves in the collection provide various animals and beautiful jewelry � nishes. 
In 2020, Twisty Petz will continue to evolve with the introduction of Twisty Treatz™ featuring 
yummy foods, delicious scents and adorable Kawaii-inspired details; Twisty Girlz™, cute stylish 
dolls that you can wear on your wrist and Twisty Petz Beauty™, with a unique central body bead 
that hides make-up surprises like body glitter, perfume, lip gloss and nail decals. 

In 2019, Spin Master launched Candylocks™ in the small doll/playset category. Candylocks is 
the lifestyle brand featuring sensationally delicious characters with fantastical hair. The brand 
was supported with short form, animated content to immerse girls in the world of Candylocks. 
In 2020, the Candylocks dolls will have all new looks inspired by tropical destinations with the 
same super long, soft hair that is easily styled, curled and twirled. 

At the close of 2019 and with an eye to 2020, Spin Master revealed a new addition to the Girls 
business with Uni-Verse™, a light-hearted, silly, o� -beat brand of collectibles that allows kids 
to explore and immerse themselves in the never-ending, wacky world of make-believe. With a 
unique unboxing experience, kids dunk the emoji-inspired, soft fabric cloud in warm water and 
watch as it magically dissolves, changing the water’s color, hinting at the world the Uni-Verse
unicorn is from. Inside each magically dissolving cloud are collectible surprises. There are 40 
unique unicorns to collect and love.
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OUTDOOR
We recognize the importance of physical activity and outdoor play for children of all ages. 
Our Outdoor business segment primarily consists of four core pillars: SwimWays®, Aerobie®, 
Coop® and Kelsyus® businesses, o� ering a diverse portfolio of innovative toys, � oats and 
sporting goods for the backyard, pool and beach. Our Outdoor growth strategy is to leverage 
our global R&D network, introduce product innovation, build out adjacent product categories 
and increase our global penetration with our brands by tapping into our well-established 
international sales, marketing and distribution pipeline. By infusing Spin Master’s innovation 
and fun into our Outdoor product line, our goal is to promote an active lifestyle and more 
creative outdoor play around the world.

NEW FOR 2020
We intend to increase both domestic penetration and international distribution, making the 
SwimWays, Kelsyus, Aerobie and Coop brands available globally. With our SwimWays line, we 
will be running two national marketing campaigns in support of the patented Spring Float® 
product line and Learn to Swim-Swim Steps™ system. Spring Float is the #1 � oat in the market 
and our spring campaign will reinforce this utilitarian, innovative and supremely comfortable 
product line. With our Learn to Swim-Swim Steps campaign we will be focused on key activations 
throughout the summer, leveraging International Learn to Swim Day and partnering with the 
USA Swimming Foundation. We are also expanding the PAW Patrol pool line to international 
markets as well as launch incremental, out of aisle opportunities at key retailers with Frozen 2™, 
Trolls 2™ and Baby Shark™ licensed swim/pool items. We will also focus on our domestically 
produced “close cell foam” lines: Aquaria™ and Swim Noodles. Aerobie will focus on new 
branding, increasing global distribution and gaining promotional placement.
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DIGITAL TOY FRANCHISES
We have strategically invested and focused in all areas of play and entertainment, which 
includes our mobile digital presence with Toca Boca® and Sago Mini®. For years, we’ve been 
studying play patterns which have been converging between physical brands, entertainment 
franchises, and mobile digital platforms. Children are increasingly accessing and consuming 
entertainment content on mobile devices. The acquisition of Toca Boca and Sago Mini provided 
us with a strong brand presence in the digital mobile space and has allowed us to develop a 
leadership position in the children’s mobile app and direct to-consumer space.

Toca Boca’s core audience is 6+ while Sago Mini serves an audience of 2 to 5 year olds. Both 
lines of apps are designed as digital toys and emphasize children’s natural sense of curiosity, 
experimentation, and self-expression. As kids consume more content on mobile devices, these 
two brands have established a strong presence in this area of children’s entertainment.

In 2019, both studios drove growth through their � agship products. 

Toca Life World™ invites children to create their own world and play out any story they can 
imagine. Packed with dozens of locations, characters and props, Toca Life World is a giant virtual 
playset that is continually improved with new features and improvements. 

Sago Mini World™ is a digital subscription service that combines all of Sago Mini’s titles into a 
single app. Parents subscribe to immediately access the entire Sago Mini universe of more than 
30 titles along with exclusive content. It is a convenient way for parents to provide high-quality 
digital play experiences they can trust.

Together, Toca Boca and Sago Mini have more than 20 million monthly active users worldwide, 
giving us a strong base of users to build on. Our vision is to take our proven capabilities in toys 
and entertainment and combine it with Toca Boca and Sago Mini’s mobile digital capabilities 
to provide an end-to-end experience for kids encompassing physical products, entertainment, 
and digital mobile. We are developing Toca Boca and Sago Mini into cross-category franchises 
that have a strong presence in both physical and digital products. Our toy developers, 
entertainment content creators and app teams work together to look for opportunities to 
merge physical toys, digital and entertainment content.

NEW FOR 2020
In 2020, we are launching new subscription services under the Sago Mini brand. Sago Mini 
School is a new digital education product that promotes playful learning for preschoolers. We 
are also launching a new physical box subscription that is the perfect complement to the digital 
products. This new direct-to-consumer initiative opens up an innovative way for families to 
promote creative, quirky, open-ended play at home. Toca Boca will continue to expand the Toca 
Life World universe, the licensing program as well as launch an animated show on YouTube.
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